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6. HIC+HEIZ MOMENTS 
In the present Section, a and b will denote fixed constants with a c b, 
allowing that a= - 00 or b = + 00. Further, (al, . . . . aN) will denote any 
finite set of N numbers such that 
(6.1) a<a,,<b, (~=l, . . . . N). 
We shall be interested in the moments 
(6.2) Sk= avk, 
v-1 
(k=O, 1,2, . . . . so=iV). Let furtherork=.sk/N (k=O, 1, . . ..a~=l). As usual 
N ET will denote the sample sum x-l t(v)a, in a sample of size n without 
replacement chosen from the finite population (al, . . ., aN). Thus, 
(6.3) Ef(&)= ; -l 2 
0 
f(at1+... +%J. 
1<4l<...<i,,<N 
In the present Section, we shall only briefly touch upon the problem 
of comparing the different moments E(&)k. For instance, it would be a 
natural problem to investigate the set 
Jfm = {@VT), W;), -. .> EV3)) 
of all nz-tuples realizable by a population satisfying (6.1) ; (this set will 
depend on n and N, a and b). Equivalently, one would be interested in 
the problem of minimizing or maximizing E(q) given all the lower 
moments E( Zi) (k = 1, . . . , nz - 1). Note that the limiting csse N= + oo 
has been completely solved, see [ll], Chapter IV, (though some problems 
remain, see [12]). 
It is clear from (6.3) that E(,?$) is a homogeneous polynomial of 
degree k in the N variables al, . . ., aN, thus, it can be expressed as a 
polynomial in 81, . . ., 8N of weight k 
(6.4) 
12 IndagatiolleS 
E(z;)=+n(sl, . . . . SN); 
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(the weight of a term 81ml... SNmN is equal to ml+2m2+...+~mN). For 
instance, E(&) =nai = (n/N)a. Further, (compare (2.7)), 
E(Z&= g n(cx2-or12)+(120L1)2=bo82+b1812, 
where 
is nonnegative. Similarly, 
(6.5) E(~;)=ws+cl8ls2+c2& 
where 
n(N - n) (N - 2n) 
Co= N(N-l)(N-2)’ 
Thus, CO merely changes sign when n is replaced by n’ = N -n. This relates 
to the fact that 81 - & may be regarded as a sample of size N-n from 
the same population {al, . . . . UN}. If N is even and n= N/2 then even 
CO= 0 so that E(Z$) is completely determined by 81 and 8s. After all, 
in this case the distribution of & is symmetria about $112. 
Sometimes one would prefer to work instead with the elementary 
symmetric functions 
(k=O, 1, . . . . N; ao=l; UN=a@2 . . . a~). One has si=oi; SZ=U~~-~OZ; 
8s = ais- 3uias + 3~33, as also follows from the well-known and very useful 
identity 
(64 8k-8&-lbl+8k-2u2+... + ( - l)k-l8~CQ-l+ ( - l)kkUk = 0, 
(k-1, . ..) N; see [21] p. 86). 
In vi&v of (6.4), the set Mm is largely determined by the integer n 
and the set 
&n=&[a, b]={(% . . . . am)} 
,of all m-tuples (81, . . . , am) of numbers which admit a representation (6.2) 
in terms of N numbers a, satisfying (6.1). Thus Sm is independent of n 
but dependent on rn, a, b and N. Only the case 172 <N is of interest, (since 
the set {a;, . . . . aN) is’ completely determined by al, . . ., (TN, that is, by 
~1, . . . . 8~). Actually, in the sequel we will only consider the sets &[a, b] 
and &[a, b]. 
The set &[a, b] is easily described. A pair of numbers (al,gs) belongs 
to %[ -‘& b] if and only if 81~ Nb and s2 ~srs/N, (except that necessarily 
82 = Nb2 if si =Nb). Similarly, &[a, + CQ). If a and b are finite then the 
transformation a,’ = (2~” -a - b)/(b - a) (V = 1, . . . , N) reduces &$a, b] to 
fi2[-1, + 11. 
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The set &[ - 1, + l] consists of all pairs (pi, 8s) satisfying 
(6.7) -N<s1< +N; 82>S12/N 
and 
(6.8) s2<N-l+(a*)2, with ~*=si+l-N+2[(N-9~)/2], 
(and [u] as the largest integer <u). For, let sj= xS, a,3 (i= 1, 2), where 
- l<u,< +l (v=l, . . . . N). It is clear that (6.7) must hold. One has 
sa=sia/N if and only if all a,, are equal to ori=si/N. That (6.8) must hold 
follows from (4.5) applied with f(x)= ~2. Note that -l<a*g+l. The 
upperbound (6.8) is sharp and is uniquely attained by a population 
{al, D-0, UN) of which one a, equals a*, further [(N-81)/2] of the a, equal 
- 1, while the remaining a, equal + 1. Contracting this special population 
to a point so as to preserve its center of gravity 0~1 =81/N, we see that in 
fact each point (~1,s~) satisfying (6.7) and (6.7) belongs to /3$-l, + 11. 
Note that u* and hence the upper bound (6.8) is a periodic function 
of si with period 2. At the points, where this best upper bound reaches 
its largest value +N, (that is, when si =iV - 2m with m an integer), its 
derivative jumps from +2 to -2. 
Let us now turn to the problem of minimizing and maximizing E(Pz) 
given (6.1) and the two moments E(.Z&), (j=l, 2). In view of (6X9, and 
provided 0-en-c N, this is the same as the problem of minimizing and 
maximizing ss given the pair of moments (81, $2) E ~!$[a, b] and given that 
(81, 92, 83) E &[a, b]. In the sequel, b will denote a fixed finite constant, 
(while the number a is of less importance; one may as well take a= -00). 
DEFINITION. A population {ai, . . . , UN} with al Q . . . G aN < b will be said 
to be upper principal (relative to b and third moments) if it is of the 
special form 
(6-g) 
u,=y for lgv<M; 
i 
=z for v=M+l (if M<N); 
=b for M+2gvgN. 
Here, M is a positive integer while y <.z< b. Thus y is unique. Choosing 
M maximal also M is unique. If M< N then z is unique and satisfies 
y<.z<b. If M = N then z is irrelevant. 
THEOREM 11. Let 51, 82 be given numbers such that (~1,s~) E ~!$[a, b]. Let 
{a *‘a, uN} run through all populuiions satisfying (6.1) and 
(6.10) vg+sj, fw j-1, 2. 
Then the largest possible value 53 = cy’, a,3 is attained by u unique populution 
{ al*, . ..) aN*}. Moreover, the latter population is necessarily upper principul. 
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Further, a corresponding integer M (as in (6.9)) is given by 
(6.11) M= pi++ (+J)“]> 
where 02 = 012 - 0~12 and ~5 =g/N. Finally, {al*, . . ., aN*} dominates every 
population satisfying (6.1) and (6.10) in the sense that 
(6.12) ,~fO <,% f@.‘). 
for every function f on [a, b] which hccs there a nonnegative continuous third 
derivative. 
LEMMA 4. Let q1 and q2 be given positive numbers, and consider repre- 
sentation-s of the form 
(6.13) q,=d+Mvj, (j= 1, 2), 
with O<u<v and M>O; (these always exist such as u=O; v=qz/ql; 
M=qlz/qz). We claim that a given positive number M arises in some such 
repre8entation if and only if 
(6.14) Q12/Q2 - 1-c M < q12/qs. 
Consequently, there ia at most one repwentation (6.13) with 0 <u < v and 
M a positive integer. There is exactly one if and only if q2 ~412. 
PROOB OF LEMMA 4. Let M be a given positive real number and 
consider the quadratic function 
g(x) = (ql- Mx)~ + Mz2, 
which takes its smallest value at x=qJ(M + 1). In order that a repre- 
sentation (6.13) with 0 Q U-C v exists, it is necessary and sufficient that 
there exists a number v satisfying g(v) = q2 and 0 <u = ql - Mv < v, that is, 
ql/(M + 1) < v <ql/M. 
The existence of such a value v is in turn equivalent to the pair of relations 
g(ql/(M + 1)) <qz and g(ql/M) >qz. This is precisely condition (6.14). 
PROOF OF THEOREM 11. Let (~1,~s) E &[a, b] be given so that there 
do exist populations satisfying (6.1) and (6.10). Such populations will be 
called admissible. 
We first consider the case N=3. Then an admissible population is a 
triplet {al, az, as} such that a < al <as < as <b, that further al + as + as = 
=a1 =Q and, finally, ars+a22+as‘J=ss, that is, ala2 +alaa+~as =a2 with 
02 = (a&-+)/2. Thus 
(x - al)(z - az)(x - as) = h(z) - a, 
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(for all z), where US =aia2ua and 
h(x) = 9 - (71x2 + 622. 
Observe that the cubic polynomial h(z) is completely determined by the 
given pair (sr,s2) E &[a, b]. Its derivative must be of the form h’(z) = 
=3(x--&)(2--52) with two real zeros such that a<Er<&<b. 
In other words, a triplet with a <ai < a2 < as < b is admissible if and 
only if it corresponds to a level set of the function h, that is, if and only if 
h(u,) = US = constant (Y = 1, 2, 3). If so then necessarily al < [i < a~ Q & < ~3. 
It is now clear how to find the admissible triplet for which 8s is maximal, 
that is, for which a3 is maximal, (since ss=3a~-3aioz+ui3). Namely, 
choose US* as the largest real number for which h(x)-ua* has three real 
zeros (counting multiplicities) all located in the interval [a, b]. Let this 
unique triplet be {al*, a~*, us*}. It is clear that 
(6.15) u<al<al*<h<az*<a26526as<as*<b, 
and further that (al*, aa*, US*) does not depend at all on a. Finally, one 
must either have al* =h =a~* or US* = b, (possibly both). In both cases 
the triplet {al*, u2*, US*} is obviously upper principal (relative to b and 
third moments, when N= 3), with M= 2 and dl= 1, respectively. 
The case ai* =a~* occurs precisely when h(&) <h(b) and then al* = 
=u2* =h and US* = ui - 25‘1. The case a3* = b occurs precisely when 
h(&) ah(b) (and then ai*, uz* are the solutions x < b of A(x) = h(b)). In the 
boundary case, one has h(E1) =h(b) and al* =a~* =h; as* = b; [one easily 
verifies that this happens precisely when 82 = b2 + (a - b)2/2]. This proves 
the first part of Theorem 11 for the special case N = 3. Namely, the 
uniqueness of the admissible triplet maximizing 03 is obvious from the 
above interpretation of admissible triplets in terms of level sets of h. 
For later use, note that the above procedure can also be regarded as 
a transformation of the given admissible triplet a <ai < uz < US Q b into a 
principal admissible triplet, that is, a principal triplet a Q al* g a~* <US* Q b 
(that is, either al* =a~* or a9* = b) having the same pair of momenta 
g= x-, a,’ (j=l, 2). This transformation is such that (6.15) holds. 
Moreover, the new triplet is distinct from the original one if and only if 
ugaicaz<aa<b. 
If so then the new triplet has a strictly larger third moment SS* as com- 
pared with the third moment ss of the original triplet, and also 
(6.16) ulcal*<az*<u2<ascus*gb. 
Let us now verify, still for the ca8e N = 3, that the transformed triplet 
{al*, a2*, as*) dominates the original triplet {al, az, as} in the sense of 
(6.12). One may as well assume that the two triplets are distinct. This 
implies (6.16). Perturbing the given function f by a$, it sufficies to oon- 
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sider the case where f has a strictly positive continuous third derivative 
f”(x). Since (6.12) holds with the equality sign in the case of a quadratic 
polynomial, it suffices to consider the case that 
Since ul<az*<us (by (6.16)) and f”‘(x) > 0, the function f can have no 
other zeros and must change sign at al, ua* and as. By (6.16), this yields 
that f(al*)>O, f(m)<0 and f(us*)>O, so that (6.12) (with N=3) is com- 
pletely obvious. This settles the case N= 3. 
We now consider the case N> 3. Consider an admissible population 
{ al’, . . . . a~‘}. Then ai= x-, at’ gai’ + (N- I)b for all i. Hence, we may 
as well assume that a>si - (N- l)b, in particular, that a is finite. 
Let {Ul, . . . . UN> be a given admissible population and let (al’, . . ., UN’} 
range through all admissible populations which dominate {al, . . ., UN) in 
the sense of (6.12). Note that this collection of N-tuples a <or’ <. . . < 
<UN’ <b is closed under pointwise convergence and thus compact in the 
obvious topology. Hence, among these t*here is at least one admissible 
iV-tuple {al*, . . . , UN*} for which ss* = xa1 (~*)a takes its largest value. 
Suppose, for the moment, that this N-tuple would contain a triplet 
with 
(6.17) ~<ai~la&a(*,4 
(i2 #is). Using a transformation of the above type (which leaves ug* with 
i $ {ii, is, is) unchanged and transforms {a:, 4, 4, into a triplet 
one arrives at a new admissible population {al”, . .., a~#} 
while 
for each function f on [a, b] having a continuous nonnegative third deriva- 
tive. This is clearly a contradiction, hence, (6.17) cannot occur. 
Let y= minfw*. Since (6.17) cannot happen, there exists at most one 
index i= 1 , . . ., N with y <ug* <b. This implies that the admissible popu- 
lation (al*, . . . . UN*} is in fact upper principal, (see (6.9)). Moreover, it 
dominates the given admissible population (ai, . .., a~} in the sense of 
(6.12). Therefore, we are ready as soon as we have shown that among 
the admissible populations there is at most one upper principal population. 
Thus, let {ai, . . . . UN} be upper principal as in (6.9) and such that it 
satisfies (6.10), where .si and .sa are given. If M=N this means that 
N@ = q (j = 1,2) which can happen only when 62 =812/N (which is equiva- 
lent to us = 0) and then necessarily y = al/N =oL~, so that we do have 
uniqueness. 
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Next, consider the case 1 <iIf< N - 1; here, necessariIy u2> 0 thus 
LYE c b. Moreover, the numbers y <z <b and the positive integer M must 
be such that 
MyJ+d+(N-1-Jf)bj=q for j=l, 2, 
Since al= NOL~ and .~a = N(a2 + o~ia), this is equivalent to 
Here, 
(b-z)j+dl(b-y)f=qj for j= 1, 2. 
ql=N(b-al)>O; q2=N{(b-or1)2+,2}>0. 
It follows from Lemma 4 (applied with u = b - z and v = b - y, thus, 0 Q zc < v), 
that the integer iW is unique and equal to [qia/qa]. This yields (6.11). 
Since M is unique so are y and z and therefore the principal admissible 
population on hand. This completes the proof of Theorem 11. 
University of Amlerdam 
Univerrrity of Roeheater. 
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